Slow recovery of the right and left ventricular deformation after conversion from atrial fibrillation
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Abstract: Atrial fibrillation (AF) is a possible complication of sport in middle-aged athletes. When sinus rhythm has been restored, at what time is deformation restored too? This question has never been answered. We studied an one 47-year old cyclist and runner with acute lone atrial fibrillation. A day before, he trained hard intervals and felt at the next day an irregular rhythm, training was not possible. He told this would occur 2 times a year, but after the light training the irregular puls will disappear. At the chest-pain unit we performed echocardiography inclusive strain measurements of the right and left ventricle during atrial fibrillation and immediately after the recovery of the sinus rhythm. He recovered to sinus rhythm during the exercise test. Global strain was at the moment of atrial fibrillation – 11.8%, direct after the recovery of the sinus rhythm -17.2%, and -20.5% at the next day, even though the normalized diastolic function directly after conversion from AF. It seems to be that the heterogenity of the deformation need time to recovery after the conversion to the sinus rhythm, even though the diastolic function seems to be normalized. The further endurance training should be continued only after normalization of deformation values.
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1. Introduction

Atrial fibrillation (AF) related to sport is known phenomenon since the 60-ties [1]. The recurrent atrial fibrillation in athletes has a variety of reasons: individual disposition, underlying atrial or conductional disease. Other reasons are speculative too: atrial ectopic beats, inflammatory changes, changes in electrolytes, atrial enlargement with dilatation, increased vagal tone [2]. There are different reports about the risk of AF in endurance athletes. The most of them refer an increased risk of AF in endurance athletes in comparison to general population [2], in contrast only Pelicca at al. [3] reported about low incidence of AF among competitive athletes (0.2%) similar to that general populations of comparable age or sex.

In the ongoing search for possibilities to overcome the subjectivity of echocardiography as a diagnostic tool for the assessment of LV function [4], novel quantitative technique for deformation analysis has been introduced. Strain is defined as the speed at which deformation occurs, shortening is often expressed as negative strain and as percentage [5]. Besides the advantages that strain imaging offer, there is still a number of challenges that limit their clinical utility such as challenging image acquisition and a lack of consensus regarding optimal parameters and methods. Global Strain measurement seems to be easy and practicable in clinical setting [6] to assess the left [6] and right ventricular function [7].

2. Case Report

One 47-year old cyclist and runner (172cm /72kg), (1x Trans-Alp, Half-Marathon time 1.30h) has since 8 years 2x year AF-events. He train 6 days a week (4xtimes bike for 3-5 hours) and runs 50 km weekly since 6 years. He lost 5 years before 50 kg weight, because he was extremely obese. Endurance sport was for him a part of the lifestyle change. Underlying illness is not known. Arterial hypertension is not known. He developed AF suddenly, one day after hard training with intervals up to 150 to 280/Watts over 2 hours. Training in this day was not possible, he took 100 mg flecainid, but nothing happened, so he came to the cardiology chest pain unit. He reported, in cases of AF, he would obtain sinus rhythm after light bike-training.
3. Methods and Results

The echocardiographic exam [8] was performed with the commercially available ultrasound device VIVID 9 by General Electrics (GE) Medical Systems GmbH, Germany. The ultrasound probe that was used is a “Matrix Array”; Sector 3.5 – 4.3 MHz. The recorded data were transferred by a local network and saved on a storage device. For the exercise test an Ergoline stress eco-chair was used. Strain-Echocardiography was performed in the AFI-Mode [6]. For the right ventricle analysis we used only the 4 apical-view and the P-Lax option in the AFI-program.

In 12-canal ECG a typical atrial fibrillation could be noted. 2-D Echocardiography showed normal left atrial dimensions (3,6cm/38ml volume) and normal left ventricular size (4,7cm /100ml enddiastolic volume). Myocardial thickness was with 11mm normal (septum and posterior wall). Right ventricular volume was 38ml without enlargement. We decided to perform stress-echocardiography to assess a possible cardiac dysfunction during exercise and to obtain a conversion to the sinus rhythm regarding the successfully recovery in the patients history. We used the Bruce-protocol with 50 Watts and increased each 2 minutes 25 watts. At 125 Watts level and 140heart rate, sinus rhythm occurred. There were no signs of ischemia during the exercise in regarding the stress-echocardiography, during AF, ECG was not interpretable in cause of false-positive ST-depression due to the AF. Strain echocardiography was performed at rest 5 minutes after the peak exercise. Strain values of the different time points are visualized for all left ventricular views (Table 1).

It is shown in the Figure 2, that the deformation of the right ventricle after 24 hours is not homogenous in comparison to the left ventricle. It could be caused by the “exercised induced cardiac fatigue” of the right ventricle. This issue is already under discussion [9, 10]. LaGerche et al. [9] described right ventricular “overload” after vigorous exercise.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Strain Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strain values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Left ventricular deformation during atrial fibrillation, 5 Min after conversion to sinus rhythm and 24 hours later

Figure 2. Right ventricular deformation during atrial fibrillation, 3 Min after conversion to sinus rhythm and 24 hours later

4. Discussion

Atrial fibrillation in middle aged athletes is one common phenomenon. The athletes have higher risk for AF than controls (OR 5.29 (CI 3.57–7.85). For therapy we have the option of the intermittent drug therapy or the better option of circumferential pulmonary vein ablation [11]. Long term drug therapy introduces a lot of problems with decreased performance of the athletes or pro-arrhythmogenic effects caused by changes of electrolytes. In cases of occurred AF in endurance athletes we have to try to find the possible reason of the arrhythmia. The problem is there are e a lot of possibilities [2, 12]. Gallagher et al. [13] discussed a broad field of underlying diseases from myocarditis to myocardial degeneration. The last problem is under scientific discussion. The degeneration and fibrosis of the atrial tissue is one possible mechanisms [14].

It is not known how much physical activity is good for health [15, 16]. One of the recommendations is to use 490 kcal/day regarding to Late Paedolthic times (50000-10000 BP) [17]. The further proposal is to be active up to 41/Mets-hrs/day [18]. For all “joggers” or...
ambitious middle aged triathletes it is not enough. They have to train and suffer from arrhythmias, but they live longer [19-21]. The study by Marjon et al. [22] reports positive effects professional endurance sport. Professional cyclists presented a 41% percent lower all-cause mortality than the general population. Also the current meta-analysis by Teramoto and Bungum [23] reports a lower mortality (especially cardiovascular) and a longer life span of elite athletes. Of course, the results have to be interpreted with caution. Lifestyle and genetic predisposition may be more advantageous than the variables in the general population. The investigation of 2612 male elite athletes of Sarna et al. [24] also showed an increase in life-expectancy of endurance athletes compared with the control group (75.6 vs. 69.0 years).

There is no doubt, that athletes have a higher incidence of atrial fibrillation an bradycardia in old age [2, 19]. The relevance of possible fibrosis of the left atrium remains open [14]. In the case of 52.755 cross-country skiers of the Vasa-race [19] atrial fibrillation and bradycardia occurs more frequently (14.3/10000/patients/years and 1.9-2.8/10000/ patients/years). However frequent occurrence of supraventricular/ventricular tachycardia and cardiac arrest compared with the general population was not seen.

The general discussion of arrhythmias and sport remains controversial, because the causes and effects are still not clear at present (underlying disease, predisposition, training situation, circumstances). Sport itself is not arrhythmogenetic. It needs perhaps a “triggerpoint”: an inflammation or genetic disposition [13].

The recent general reviews on the potential side effects of ambitious endurance sport have partly different views. Scharhag et al. [25] thesis is that ambitious endurance sport will not lead to a myocardial damage or negative effects. O’Keefe et al. [26] agree with the statement that ambitious endurance athletes have lower mortality ratios, however, they also suggest the hypothesis that excessive endurance training may lead to negative cardiovascular remodeling. To verify this hypothesis endurance athletes should be identified. The latest publication of the Nixdorf-Recoll study revealed that for older athletes >50 years not the increase in troponin during marathon, but the individual risk of cardiovascular disease is of prognostic significance [27]. These studies indicate that endurance sport per se does not present a risk, but that “individual burden of disease” determines the risk for mortality.

5. Critical View

We introduced strain measurements for the situation of AF. We are using only one cardiac cycle (from R-wave to R-wave), so we can obtain one strain-value for a practical assess of the left or right ventricular deformation. In our opinion this assess of deformation can be used, even though AF occurred. Otherwise we have only the conventional assessment [8]. We observed that in cases of advanced heart failure with AF, the strain values decreased further until -8%. We considered, it might be possible to use this method and we have to develop further studies in similar issues.

6. Summary

Atrial fibrillation (AF) in the endurance athletes >45 years endurance sport is common phenomenon [2]. The prevention of frequency of arrhythmias or atrial fibrillation in athletes is unknown. It is possibly, that aerobic training [28] and consequent treatment of arterial hypertension [29] have the impact to avoid the frequency of occurrence of AF. The treatment with ACE inhibitors or AT1-receptor antagonists is seems to be one option [30, 31]. Further studies on this issue are necessary.
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